
How to use TERAL Disposer DSP-125H-AWV

Throw in the garbage.
Do not stick your fingers in beyond the joint guard at the time of throwing in the garbage.

WARNING
Do not bring a magnet close to the 
vicin ity of the garba ge in let or 
sensor. Malfunction may result.

WARNING 
Never stick your fingers in beyond 
the joint guard at the time of  
throwing in the garbage. Serious  
injury may result otherwise.

If a metallic sound or other extremely noticeable sound is recognized during operation, stop running the 
disposer by turning the cap until the pinch points to [OFF]. The disposer may fail if running is continued.

CAUTION

CAUTION

CAUTION

The disposer will not run unless the cap is firmly fitted.
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OFF
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The disposer will cease running in about 1 minute without turning the cap until [△ ] on the pinch points to [OFF]. If 
any garbage is remain inside, try adding about 5 ice cubes to the garbage next time. Treatmen t should become 
easier. When the disposer stops running automatically by the timer, the beeps (pi,pi,pi) will CAUTION the stop.

WARNING

On draining the stored water, take off the cap of the disposer.

CAUTION
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CAUTION

Do not put your hands in the inlet until the spinning stops completely. Injury may result.

This is the 
limit level

Do not stick
 your fingers in!

joint guard

Metal, porcelain , wood, plastic, 
rubber, vinyl, paper and cigarette 
butts cannot be treated. Never 
throw in these substances.

Do not push in garbage of a large 
volume. The motor may fail, if garbage 
of an excessive volume is pushed in.

When the noise level from the disposer drops, stop running the 
disposer by turning the cap until [△] on the pinch points to [OFF].

Drain the water in the tub at a burst around once a week. 
This is effective especially when egg shells are being drained.

When the cap is set to the OFF position, the supply of water 
to the inside of the disposer automatically stops after a 
certain period of time.

When not using the disposer, remove the cap. Install a strainer 
to the inlet so that objects will not fall into the disposer.

If the faucet is turned on with the cap attached, there is the danger that water will collect in the sink and 
overflow from it.

A buzzer sounds and 2 seconds later the supply of water inside the 
disposer starts. Five seconds later, the disposer begins to operate.

Put the cap on the inlet. Please ensure that [△] on the pinch points 
to [OFF] on the inlet. To start the operation, turn the cap to the 
right with [△] on the pinch in [ON] position. You will hear the beeps 
( pi, pi ) at the start of the operation.



Fit firmly
Turn

Handle

Hammer

Hexagon nut

For inquiries regarding the disposer, please contact

TP-173-E

The following garbage will be crushed, but they may remain in the inside.

Pieces of broken 
dishes, plates, 
cups, etc.

Pieces of broken
glass, glass
bottles, etc.

Articles that may bring about the possibility of deteriorating plastic and metal. 
Frying oil, chemicals such as acid detergent and alkali detergent (Neutral 
kitchen detergent is of no problem). Do not put much seaweed etc. alone.

Strong fiber substances
Shells of oysters, top shells, 
shellfish and crabs; large fish 
bones of sea-bream, etc.; 
hard seeds of pumpkins, 
persimmons, peaches, etc.; 
and skins of bamboo shoots 
and chestnuts

Disposable chopsticks, 
toothpicks, gum, plastic, 
rubber, paper, vinyl films, 
wraps, aluminum fails,
cigarette butts, etc.

If any of the articles indicated below are thrown in, the disposer may be broken or these articles may remain 
inside without being crushed. Furthermore, they will not be normally treated in the wastewater treating tank.

The disposer may be locked because of throwing in the garbage of excessive volume or being jammed with a 
foreign matter. In this case, overload protective device will be activated and the beeps (pi, pi, pi, pi ﾉ ) will notify 
you. At that time, follow the instructions given below. The beeps will be stopped when you turn off the switch.

Bird skin, cartilage, raw fish skin, 
seedpods of green soybeans

Treatment will be easier if they are fed with 
their size reduced or in different direction.

They will be treated more easily if they are supplied in at 
a small volume at a time and mixed with other garbage,

Skin of grapefruit, melons, watermelons, etc. 
and large leaves of cabbage. Lettuce, etc.

Articles which should not be thrown in
(Never insert these articles)

Articles which can be hardly treated

If the disposer becomes inoperative

Spoons, forks, 
bottle caps, etc.

 
1.Put the power plug out of the service outlet.
2.Take out as much as garbage as possible from 
the inside using cooking chopsticks or the like.
If hands are used, be sure to wear thick gloves.

3.Fit the attached handle into the hexagon nut firmly.
The disposer has been unlocked, if the handle turns without large resistance.

4.Press the red reset button on the control box.
Press the reset button again when you hear the beeps 
again on setting the [△] to [ON] position.

When the disposer doesn’ t work after the repetition of the 
operation noted above, pull the plug out of the outlet and 
contact the store dealing it.

WARNING
Be sure to pul l the plug out of the out let . 
Serious injury may result otherwise.

金 属 類 Metal

Hard garbage Non-garbage substances

ガ ラ ス 類 Glass

Seedpods of green soybeans of a large 
volume (around the amount that 
you can  grab with both of
 your hands) , 
banana stems etc.

Porcelain

Hard garbage Strong fiber substances

Others

Push here

Nighttime, Sat.
and Sun.

TOKYO TEL：  03-3818-7800 OSAKA TEL：  06-6378-2015
03-3818-6904NAGOYA TEL：  052-339-0875
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